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German shepherd rottweiler mix puppies for sale near me

Adopting a dog is a great experience on many levels. In addition to a cute friend, you get unconditional love and unwavering devotion. In most cases, you also get your own personal safety detail. If it means saving the life of someone they love, they naturally protect their families. That is, your pet can
detect a potential threat and assuming proper response. It is a skill that some dogs are better than others. How do you know which breeds make the best family watchdogs? It depends on the characteristics of your family and what you are looking for in terms of pooch-based protection. In some cases,
keeping talkative dogs away would be the best-evildoers. Even though you know that your dog's shell is much worse than its bite, criminals do not. An animal with a short insurance is probably not suitable for a family with young children. And although an aggressive dog may seem like the perfect human
protector, such animals will often respond in the same way as an intrusion and a trick or treatment. It could cause serious trouble in this neighborhood. A good family protection dog breeding key is to train you and himself early and often to build dog confidence. Trust in an animal means the difference
between reacting when it matters and attacking it because of insecurity. Now that you know some basic information about pooches that protect people, let's examine some of the more protective breeds on our list of top 10 family protection dogs. Content If you are looking for a watchdog that doubles as a
danny, an Akita can be the perfect pet for you. This large breed has strong protective instincts and will immediately investigate any clues to an attack on his family home. But unlike other dogs, Akita often investigates quietly. If he barks, it probably means something is seriously wrong. The potential
disadvantage of the owner of an Akita tends to be quite independent, which is not always a good thing for a large dog with strong protective instincts. Akitas need to be educated and socialize early and continuously throughout their lives. When considering an Akita or any potential guard dog, ask yourself
how much animal you are willing to work with. If he's going to work as a watchdog, your candog friend will have to be under your control. This will undoubtedly require some skill and dedication from your side. Assuming your advertising family has time to desist from akita positive reinforcement and
encouragement, this breed makes an excellent guard dog and a loyal family friend. It's almost impossible to hurt someone in Akita's family when this animal is around. If you are on the market for a family watchdog Looks like a wild predator but behaves like a gentle giant, looking more like the Great
Dane. This friendly, easy-going breed is a bit lackadaisical and loves to relax around the house. He's not much of a watchdog in terms of personality. But even seeing him would send any criminal running into the hills, although it is unlikely that a great Dane would attack an intruder. On the other hand, it
will probably show enough scary shells. The best example of the Great Dane's attitude is shown in the cartoon Scooby Doo. Through and through A Great Dane, Scooby and his loyal friend Shaggy are more inclined to hurt anyone between snacking and procrastination. This is a great choice for a family
looking for a pet that looks part of a watchdog, but with low risk of real aggression. Known as the Ad Terrier King, Airedale is an elegant and confident animal. They are also alert and energetic, though perhaps a little more independent of other varieties of terriers. This breed is also larger and quite strong
compared to other members of the terrier family, making this family an ideal choice for guard dog. If you are on the market for an Airedale Terrier, it is important to keep in mind that it is a higher care dog than others on this list. They are whip smart and highly trained, but they also need to be intellectual
and physically engaged. There are no lazy afternoons on the couch for this dog. There is also no way for unwanted guests to sneak in when there is an Airedale in your home - it is too frustrated to allow it. Advertising Airedale terrier is considered good with children, but this can vary between individuals
within a breed. For the most part, dogs that grow up with children and have positive experiences with them tend to be good with them. The important thing is to socialize early. Collie is one of the most beloved dogs in the US and around the world. Made famous with the film Lassie, this beautiful and
elegant animal is a devoted and caring family pet and an excellent watchdog. That is, all you need is protection, assuming a shell loudly. They make collectives better guard dogs than guard dogs because they are vocal animals. In fact, you will usually relax for a moment or two after the new one
announces. Therefore, a savvy home invader may actually be able to suppress a collie with the chin and just a scratch under some small talk. In general, collies have their own very friendly pet. Despite their luxurious floor, they don't need much of grooming. A good brush once a week will suffice. Collies
are also very precise, smart and highly trained. They also do not exist as service dogs, police dogs, and search and rescue animals for people with disabilities. Advertising German shepherd is a very loving and cute animal, which makes it big as a pet and a great watchdog for families with children.
Establishing extremely strong bonds with the German shepherd and its owners and their families will protect a child with their lives. They are also easy to train and very eager to [source: American Kennel Club]. Confident and fearless, german shepherds make big watchdogs and watchdogs. This animal
has an uncanny ability to remain calm even in chaotic conditions and maintain its intelligence in this regard -- qualities that can certainly work in situations of crisis or high threat. That is why the German shepherd shepherd is often used for police work and military operations, and for helping people with
special needs. Advertising A potential drawback to the owner of a German shepherd is that they do not do well in couch potato families. The German shepherd constantly needs mental and physical arousal, so make sure you are ready to commit to an active lifestyle before being adopted. A gentle giant,
Bullmastiff is an expert hunter with a low tendency towards aggression. Because this animal was specially bred so as not to bite. Instead, bullmastiff is bred to use its weight and agility to defeat a person or game animal, fixing it down until help comes. But don't let the hard exterior fool you - soft in
bullmastiff. Extremely please willing, this family guard is a great choice for the dog. Despite its strength and physical abilities, Bullmastiff does not require much exercise. There are also grooming low care dogs that make a good choice for a family who want a watchdog but do not want to put forth the
effort. Advertising Bullmastiffs are another good quality they do not tend to bark too much. Silence was a virtue when they were used to protect properties so they could sneak up on predators. But that doesn't mean they're sleeping in it. This animal has excellent conservation skills. Boxer very high energy
dog, especially large and very active ones, making a great choice for a family with children. Although not as big a dog as the others on this list, this midsize it is a powerful protection machine in the face of danger. And when you consider that the boxer is also wonderfully affectionate, this animal makes a
great choice for the family guard dog. If you are thinking of boxers as a pet, I would be happy to know that this is an extremely intelligent and easily trained breed. But it is also important to keep in mind that the boxer is a tendency to skip loved ones, making a slightly less perfect choice for families with
young children. On the other hand, this habit can be managed with proper training. Advertising Whether you plan to adopt a boxer or any dog, be sure to conduct a detailed investigation into the commitment to breeder and breeding Temperament. Fear and anxiety are not any pets, guard dogs or good
quality. You want to deter an intruder from being the Bernese mountain dog but it is actually the perfect choice for a family who want a fairly gentle pet. This breed is friendly with children and does very well around other animals. As one of the most social breeds, Bernese mountain dogs be loving and
loyal family members. Before adopting a dog - especially a dog that will serve as the guardian of the family - it helps to know the characteristics of its descendants and breed. There are significant variations within each breed, and knowing a puppy mother will give a sense of attitude that the dog will
eventually develop. Advertising Also, before adopting a Bernese mountain dog, it is important to take into account your lifestyle. This breed requires regular exercise and daily care. The Bernese mountain dog is also quite responsive to be left out of the social circle, so it is not a good choice for a family
that tends to be away from its dog for a long time. If you are looking for a dog friendly with other animals such as children, look further into Newfoundland. Affectionally called Newfies, these gentle giants offer protection due to their imposing size and height. No sane criminal can break into a house with a



newfie in it. Another potential perk that has a Newfoundland around this breed is strong enough to make heavy labor. Newfies have traditionally been used as working dogs, fulfilling tasks such as pulling wood from the forest and pulling fishing nets from the water. You never know when a power like that
is going to come home. Advertising Newfies are also highly trained, important for such a powerful animal. One possible drawback is that this animal's thick coat requires regular brushing. Newfoundlands also need regular exercise, so be sure to consider willingness to work before adopting. With its
awesome power, impressive smarts and gentle spirit, Saint Bernard has the ultimate family watchdog. They are loyal and loving and hesitant in the protective nature towards their families, especially children. If you can just dingle a little, St. Bernard could be the perfect pet for you. Traditionally, Saint
Bernards worked to rescue passengers trapped in avalanches in the Swiss Alps. It's good to keep that in mind -- you never know when you or someone you love should pull out of a snow bank. The only potential drawback that adopts this breed (other than salya) is that it needs space to roam. Saint
Bernards usually do not do well limited time in small spaces. If you plan to adopt a Saint Bernard, do not forget to study early and often. They are the key to good behavior for Saint Bernards and all dogs are to socialize them all their lives. You can not train your protection instinct outside of a dog, but (and
should) be fine-tuned so that it is used appropriately. What do you get if you mix a golden hunting dog and a buddies? Oodleriever? No - a goldendoodle. They are wonderful pets, but they have a ton of fierce energies. How to Guide Dogs WorkHow Dogs WorkHow a Service Dog American Kennel Club
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Trainer and Behavior Consultant, Cooperative Paws LLC, personal correspondence, August 8, 2011
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